IAP ORGANIZERS!!!
Why bother with messy forms?
Use ATHENA to submit your activity listings for the IAP Guide.
Check your local ATHENA cluster for instructions or contact the IAP Office, 7-108, x3-1668
DEADLINE - Thursday, October 30
Independent Activities Period - January 5 - 28, 1987

Undergraduate Association News
WANTED Class of 1987 Co-social Chairman
Attention! We are looking for one enthusiastic, socially motivated senior to fill the position of Class of '87 co-social chairman along with Jeff Kung, the present co-social chairman. Responsibilities are attending weekly class council meetings and planning study breaks, Jr/Sr Pubs, and other social events for our class.

Interviews will be held Tonight. Sign up for your time slot on the sheet posted outside the UA Office. Questions? Call Jeff Kung 494-9235/5-3804.

The Undergraduate Association student government for students at MIT
the fourth floor of the student center, room 401
253-2696

Honda Owners
- NOW SPECIALIZING IN HONDA CARS ONLY
- ALL WORK GUARANTEED
- HONDA FACTORY TRAINED MECHANICS
- HOURLY RATE: $6.00 BELOW DEALER

CARL'S SUNOCO
FIND A HONDA HOUSE
209 Broadway, Camb., MA 547-1950
(NEAR KENDALL SQUARE AND MBTA)

5% Off All Labor
On any Honda with this coupon
GET IT DONE RIGHT THE FIRST TIME AND PAY LESS!!
Automatic and standard transmission repairs and internal engine repairs are our specialties
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Electrical/ Electronic/ Computer Engineering, Computer Science and Mathematics Majors

Simply put, no one is better equipped than NSA to give you a career on the frontier of communications. And there's good reason.

We're the National Security Agency and the work we do does a job for every American. We safeguard our nation's vital communications. We analyze and interpret transmissions. We secure the government's massive computer systems. It takes twenty-first century technology to grapple with these tasks. It takes people like you to "mind" the technology.

Electrical/ Electronic/ Computer Engineers sometimes specialize, often times to investigate a vast range of electronic information technologies. You could engage in small to large system design and prototype development, testing and evaluation, field installation, or operations support.

Computer Scientists exploit a huge computer facility in their work beyond the limits of finite state machine development and applications. Mathematicians get a full measure of technological support as well, in developing vitally important theoretical applications for mathematical concepts in areas such as cryptography. Here, your tools of the trade will be the tools of tomorrow. With them comes a rare degree of flexibility—a rare opportunity to explore new options along your career path. Rapid advancement, early responsibility, competitive salaries and enticing benefits—it all adds up to a career you can live with. And with our location between the vibrant urban centers of Baltimore, MD and Washington, DC, you'll be living well.

Bring yourself closer to tomorrow's technologies. Schedule an interview with your College Placement Office. Or write to the National Security Agency.

NSA will be on campus Nov. 5th interviewing graduating seniors.

NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY
ATTN: MISS (A/HR)
Port Melbourne, MD 20716-0000
U.S. Citizenship required for applicant and immediate family members.
An equal opportunity employer.